
After skipping two years due to COVID restrictions, we are very excited to
revive the biggest BBBA event - our birthday party. We are getting ready for a
grand celebration with members and partners from Bulgaria and the UK. 

The BBBA anniversary event traditionally gathers together 500+ senior
professionals from Bulgarian, British and multinational companies to
remember a successful year behind us, and to wish
each other an even more memorable one ahead of us.

The party will take place in one of the hot spots in Sofia – City Stage, and
welcomes sponsors to promote their brands in front of a selected audience of
business leaders.

WHEN: 9 March 
WHERE: City Stage, Sofia

SANDRINA GEORGIEVA
Events Coordinator, BBBA
E-mail: sandrina.georgieva@bbba.bg
T: +389 88 8807081

For more information please contact: 



Acknowledgement as Diamond Sponsor and large logo via all
invitations sent to participants and guests.

A personal acknowledgement and welcome opportunity as a
Sponsor at the event opening

Opportunity to showcase company products and/or provide
branded gifts at the event

Large logo at the main event banner, as well as display of 5
company banners during the event.

Mention in BBBA newsletter and social media about the event

Large logo in the BBBA website and invites with a hot-link from
the Sponsor’s logo into its website

 10 invitations to the event

PRICE VALUE (BGN, without VAT): 7000

The BBBA Anniversary Sponsorship Packages opportunities include the
following benefits:

Acknowledgement as Gold Sponsor and logo via all invitations
sent to participants and guests.

A personal acknowledgement as a Sponsor at the event opening

Logo at the main event banner, as well as display of 2 company
banners during the event.

Logo in the BBBA website in the details of the event with a hot-
link from the Sponsor’s logo into its website

5 invitations to the event

PRICE VALUE (BGN, without VAT): 3500

Diamond Sponsor

Gold Sponsor


